
SHORT TERM HIRE 
WITH AGILITY FLEET

W E  A R E  H E R E 

TO  K E E P  YO U R 

F L E E T  M O V I N G

Our aim is to find you the best solution for 
your current business requirements.
We make financing your vehicles easy and manageable without requiring                             
ownership. We understand businesses may require comprehensive short 
to mid-term vehicle hire as well as the longer-term funding options such as                                  
Business Contract Hire or Contract Purchase. 

As part of our Short Term Hire service we offer 3 different solutions, tailored for 
your business:

• Daily Hire - A daily leasing scheme 

• FleetFlex - Our flexible leasing scheme 

• Mini lease - A fixed term leasing scheme

With any funding option, there are always benefits as well as considerations. 

One of Agility Fleet’s core values is integrity. Therefore, we aim to provide both 
the benefits and considerations of our Short Term solutions, to find out more 
about this please visit our website for further details. 

We have a team of specialists on hand to make finding a vehicle that suits you 
and your business needs. 

Our aim is to help you get the vehicle you require at a price you are happy                                                                                          
with. We combine that with a promise to provide excellent customer service                                                                                                                    
throughout your partnership with Agility Fleet, no matter how long your contract 
is.
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Mini Lease  
Our Mini-Lease product is available for up 
to 12 months and caters for businesses 
looking for a mid-way solution between 
daily hire and contract hire. 

Our Mini-Lease programme brings a        
cost-effective, flexible solution to ad-hoc 
staffing needs that also offers a valuable 
benefit to employees. 

With access to different makes and     
models including vans and premium 
cars to meet needs of corporate drivers,          
Mini-Lease is a popular short term hire 
solution. 

Daily Hire
This programme can facilitate a day’s hire 
up to 30 days and we can deliver a car within                                                                                                    
2 hours of the request and a van within 4 
hours*. 

The Daily Hire scheme is popular with    
customers who require an immediate                                                                   
vehicle should they require a quick solu-
tion to keeping their drivers on the road. 

Our aim is to help you get the vehicle you 
require at a price you are happy with and 
we promise to provide excellent customer 
service throughout your partnership with 
Agility Fleet. 

*subject to availability and delivery destination

FleetFlex 
As the name suggests you have the                  
flexiblity to choose what is right for you 
with no large upfront deposit. 

FleetFlex is our flexible leasing solution, 
giving you access to the latest makes 
and models and various mileage terms 
amongst other benefits. 

This hire sheme allows us to provide you 
with vehicles when you do not know the 
exact dates you require your vehicle for, 
or if  you do not want a long-term hire            
commitment.
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